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SUMMARY The Discrete Memory Machine (DMM) and the Unified
Memory Machine (UMM) are theoretical parallel computing models that
capture the essence of the shared memory and the global memory of GPUs.
It is assumed that warps (or groups of threads) on the DMM and the UMM
work synchronously in a round-robin manner. However, warps work asyn-
chronously in real GPUs, in the sense that they are randomly (or arbitrarily)
dispatched for execution. The first contribution of this paper is to introduce
asynchronous versions of these models in which warps are arbitrarily dis-
patched. In addition, we assume that threads can execute the “syncthreads”
instruction for barrier synchronization. Since the barrier synchronization
operation may be costly, we should evaluate and minimize the number of
barrier synchronization operations executed by parallel algorithms. The
second contribution of this paper is to show a parallel algorithm to the
sum of n numbers in optimal computing time and few barrier synchro-
nization steps. Our parallel algorithm computes the sum of n numbers in

O( n
w + l log n) time units and O( log l

log w + log log w) barrier synchronization
steps using wl threads on the asynchronous UMM with width w and la-
tency l. Since the computation of the sum takes at least Ω(n

w + l log n)
time units, this algorithm is time optimal. Finally, we show that the prefix-
sums of n numbers can also be computed in O(n

w + l log n) time units and

O( log l
logw + log log w) barrier synchronization steps using wl threads.

key words: memory machine models, parallel algorithms, contiguous
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1. Introduction

The GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), is a specialized cir-
cuit designed to accelerate computation for building and
manipulating images [9], [10], [16], [25], [27]. Latest GPUs
are designed for general purpose computing and can per-
form computation in applications traditionally handled by
the CPU. Hence, GPUs have recently attracted the attention
of many application developers [9], [21], [22]. NVIDIA pro-
vides a parallel computing architecture called CUDA (Com-
pute Unified Device Architecture) [24], the computing en-
gine for NVIDIA GPUs. CUDA gives developers access to
the virtual instruction set and memory of the parallel compu-
tational elements in NVIDIA GPUs. In many cases, GPUs
are more efficient than multicore processors [17], since they
have hundreds of processor cores and very high memory
bandwidth.

CUDA uses two types of memories in the NVIDIA
GPUs: the shared memory and the global memory [24].
The shared memory is an extremely fast on-chip memory
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with lower capacity, say, 16-64 Kbytes. The global memory
is implemented as an off-chip DRAM, and has large capac-
ity, say, 1.5-6 Gbytes, but its access latency is very long. The
efficient usage of the shared memory and the global mem-
ory is a key for CUDA developers to accelerate applications
using GPUs. In particular, we need to consider the bank
conflict of the shared memory access and the coalescing
of the global memory access [16], [17], [23]. The address
space of the shared memory is mapped into several physi-
cal memory banks. If two or more threads access the same
memory banks at the same time, the access requests are pro-
cessed sequentially. Hence, to maximize the memory ac-
cess performance, threads of CUDA should access distinct
memory banks to avoid the bank conflicts of the memory ac-
cesses. To maximize the bandwidth between the GPU and
the DRAM chips, the consecutive addresses of the global
memory must be accessed at the same time. Thus, CUDA
threads should perform coalesced access when they access
the global memory.

In our previous paper [20], we have introduced two
parallel computing models, the Discrete Memory Machine
(DMM) and the Unified Memory Machine (UMM), which
reflect the essential features of the shared memory and the
global memory of NVIDIA GPUs. The outline of the archi-
tectures of the DMM and the UMM is illustrated in Figure 1.
In both architectures, a sea of threads (Ts) is connected
to the memory banks (MBs) through the memory manage-
ment unit (MMU). Each thread is a Random Access Machine
(RAM) [1], which can execute one of the fundamental oper-
ations in a time unit. We do not discuss the architecture of
the sea of threads in this paper, but we can imagine that it
consists of a set of multicore processors which can execute
multiple threads in parallel and/or in time-sharing manner.
Threads are executed in SIMD [5] fashion, and the threads
run on the same program and work on the different data.

MBs constitute a single address space of the memory.
A single address space of the memory is mapped to the MBs
in an interleaved way such that the word of data of address
i is stored in the (i mod w)-th MB, where w is the number
of MBs. The main difference of the two architectures is the
connection of the address line between the MMU and the
MBs, which can transfer an address value. In the DMM,
the address lines connect the MBs and the MMU separately,
while a single address line from the MMU is connected to
the MBs in the UMM. Hence, in the UMM, the same address
value is broadcast to every MB, and the same address of the
MBs can be accessed in each time unit. On the other hand,
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Fig. 1 The architectures of the DMM and the UMM

different addresses of the MBs can be accessed in the DMM.
Since the memory access of the UMM is more restricted
than that of the DMM, the UMM is less powerful than the
DMM.

Since we believe that the memory machine models are
promising as computing models for GPUs, we have pub-
lished several efficient algorithms on the DMM and the
UMM [12], [18], [19]. For example, we have shown in [19]
that the sum and the prefix-sums of n numbers can be com-
puted in O( n

w
+ nl

p + l log n) time units using p threads both
on the DMM and the UMM and have proved that the com-
putation of the sum takes at least Ω( n

w
+ nl

p + l log n) time
units. Thus, the algorithms for the sum and the prefix-sums
are time optimal. Further, in our previous paper [20], we
have presented offline permutation algorithms on the DMM
and the UMM. We also implemented the offline permutation
algorithm on the DMM and showed that theoretical analysis
of the performance on the DMM provides very good ap-
proximation of the CUDA C implementation of offline per-
mutation algorithm [12]. This fact implies that the DMM is
a good theoretical model for computation using the shared
memory on GPUs.

Suppose that we use p threads T (0), T(1), . . . , T (p −
1). Threads on the DMM and the UMM are parti-
tioned into p

w groups of w threads called warps. Let
W(0),W(1), . . . ,W( p

w
− 1) denote the p

w
groups. In our pre-

vious papers [12], [18], [19], it is assumed that threads on
the DMM and the UMM works synchronously in the sense
that warps are dispatched for memory access from W(0) to
W( p
w − 1) in turn by a round-robin manner. Note that a pa-

rameter w is used to denote the number of memory banks
and the number of threads in a warp. Since each warp has
32 threads and the shared memory are implemented in 32
memory banks in CUDA compute capability 3.x [24], this
assumption makes sense.

The first contribution of this paper is to extend mem-
ory machine models presented in our previous paper [20]
for more realistic parallel computing models. More specif-
ically, we assume that threads work asynchronously in the
sense that warps are dispatched for memory access arbitrar-

ily. The scheduler arbitrarily selects one of the warps and
dispatches it for memory access. In addition, we assume
that threads can execute a special instruction syncthreads for
the purpose of barrier synchronization. In NVIDIA GPUs,
syncthreads() instruction is supported for synchroniza-

tion of all threads in a CUDA block. However, it takes p
16

clock cycles to synchronize p threads [24]. Also, for the
purpose of synchronization of threads in multiple blocks, we
need to separate an algorithm into different kernel calls [24].
Hence, barrier synchronization may be costly. Thus, it is
very important to evaluate the number of barrier synchro-
nization steps executed by algorithms and to minimize it.
Note that, parallel algorithms on the asynchronous models
must work correctly for any worst choice of warps by a ma-
licious scheduler. Also, the performance including the com-
puting time should be evaluated for the case of worst choice
of warps.

The second contribution of this paper is to show a time-
optimal summing algorithm on the asynchronous version of
the UMM. Our summing algorithm computes the sum of n
numbers in O( n

w
+ l log n) time units and O( log l

log w + log logw)
barrier synchronization steps using wl threads on the asyn-
chronous UMM with width w and latency l. Quite surpris-
ingly, the number of barrier synchronization steps and the
number of threads are independent of n. Even if the input
size n is quite large, our parallel algorithm computes the
sum in optimal time units and a fixed number of syncthreads
using a fixed number of threads. Our summing algorithm
uses many intermediate algorithms. Table 1 summarizes our
summing algorithms presented in this paper.

The prefix-sum computation is a task to compute a[0]+
a[1]+ · · ·+ a[i] for all i (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) for a given array a of
n numbers. The third contribution of this paper is to extend
our parallel algorithm for the sum to compute the prefix-
sums. We modify each algorithm Simple, Tree, Simple-
Tree, and Hybrid in Table 1 to compute the prefix-sums.
Also, since the asynchronous UMM is less powerful than
the asynchronous DMM, our summing and prefix-summing
algorithms on the asynchronous UMM are also work for the
asynchronous DMM.

The computation of the sum and the prefix-sums is very
important, in particular, in the area of parallel computing,
although it is trivial in sequential computation. For exam-
ple, the sum computation is frequently used in linear algebra
such as matrix multiplication. The prefix-sums computation
are used in many parallel algorithms including graph algo-
rithms [6], geometric algorithms [3], discrete optimization
problem [13], among others. Thus, parallel algorithms for
the sum and the prefix-sums on various parallel computing
models are explained in the first or the second chapters of
most text books of parallel computing [11], [15], [26]. On
the GPUs, the prefix-sums computations are used for inter-
active rendering of glossy environment reflections and re-
fractions [8]. Also, we have shown parallel algorithms of
ant colony optimization for the traveling salesman problem
on the GPU [28]. Our parallel algorithms uses the prefix-
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Table 1 Performance of parallel algorithm for computing the sum and the prefix-sums

algorithms time units threads syncthreads time optimality
Simple O( n

w + l log n) n
2 O(log n

w ) optimal
Tree O( n

w logw + l log n) n O( log n
logw ) overhead of factor logw

Simple-Tree O( n
w + l log n) n

2 O( log n
logw + log logw) optimal

Hybrid O( n
w + l log n) wl O( log l

logw + log logw) optimal

sums computation, which dominates the total computing
time. Since many parallel algorithms involves the compu-
tation of the sum and the prefix-sums, it is very important to
show efficient parallel algorithms for them on the memory
machine models.

Note that our algorithms for the sums and the prefix-
sums are designed for the asynchronous UMM. Although
the asynchronous UMM is inspired by the architecture of
CUDA-enabled GPUs, it is a simple abstract parallel com-
puting model and independent of actual implementation of
architectures. If the cost of barrier synchronization is small
enough, then our algorithm runs in O( n

w + l log n) time. This
computing time is optimal, and thus, no algorithm can run
faster than this computing time. If the barrier synchroniza-
tion cost is very large and the time for the barrier synchro-
nization dominates the computing time, our algorithm runs
in O( log l

logw + log logw) time. The global memory access la-
tency of CUDA-enabled GPUs is several hundred clock cy-
cles and the number of threads in a warp is 32 [23]. The
value of log l

logw + log logw for l = 10000 and w = 32 is no
more than 6. Also, this value is independent of the size n in-
put. Hence, we can say that the algorithm performs a small
fixed number of barrier synchronization steps and even if
the barrier synchronization is costly, the time for it in our
algorithm is negligible for enough large n.

2. The Asynchronous Unified Memory Machine

We first define the Unified Memory Machine (UMM) of
width w and latency l. Let A[ j] = {m[ j · w],m[ j · w +
1], . . . ,m[( j + 1) · w − 1]} denote the j-th address group.
We assume that memory cells in the same address group are
accessed at the same time. However, if they are in differ-
ent address groups, one time unit is necessary for each of
the groups. Also, we assume that l time units are necessary
to complete an access request and continuous requests are
processed in a pipeline fashion through the MMU. Thus, it
takes k+l−1 time units to complete access requests destined
for k address groups. We also assume that a thread cannot
send a new memory access request until the previous mem-
ory access request is completed. Hence, if a thread send a
memory access request, it must wait at least l time units to
send a new memory access request.

We assume that p threads are partitioned into p
w

groups
of w threads called warps. More specifically, p threads are
partitioned into p

w
warps W(0),W(1), . . ., W( p

w
− 1) such

that W(i) = {T(i · w), T(i · w + 1), . . . , T((i + 1) · w − 1)}
(0 ≤ i ≤ p

w
− 1). Warps are dispatched for memory access

in turn and w threads in a warp try to access the memory
at the same time. We define two assumptions synchronous
manner and asynchronous manner in terms of the warp dis-
patch. In the synchronous manner, W(0),W(1), . . . ,W( p

w
−1)

are dispatched in a round-robin manner if at least one thread
in a warp requests memory access. More specifically, sup-
pose that every thread executes T instructions. In the syn-
chronous manner, warps work equally as follows:

[Synchronous Model]
for t← 0 to T − 1 do

for i← 0 to p
w
− 1 do

Every thread in W(i) executes an instruction.

On the other hand, in asynchronous operations, one of the
warps is dispatched and executed as follows:

[Asynchronous Model]
for t← 0 to T p

w − 1 do
Arbitrarily select a warp W(i) to be executed.
Every thread in W(i) executes an instruction.

Note that, in the asynchronous model, if all threads in a warp
W(i) have no instruction to be executed, such warp W(i) is
not selected. For example, if threads in W(i) have just sent
memory access requests and they are waiting for completion
of memory access, W(i) is not selected. Such warp W(i) will
be selected after the completion of memory access.

We also assume that, for the purpose of barrier syn-
chronization, all threads can execute the syncthreads in-
struction. Suppose that at least one of the p threads exe-
cutes syncthreads. After that, all threads executing sync-
threads have been blocked until all threads execute sync-
threads. Once all threads execute syncthreads, they restart
executing instructions.

For the reader’s benefit, let us evaluate the time for
memory access on the UMM for p = 8, w = 4, and l = 5
using Figure 2. In the figure, p = 8 threads are parti-
tioned into p

w
= 2 warps W(0) = {T(0), T(1), T (2), T(3)} and

W(1) = {T(4), T(5),T(6), T(7)}. As illustrated in the figure,
4 threads in W(0) try to access m[7],m[5],m[15], and m[0],
and those in W(1) try to access m[10],m[11],m[12], and
m[9]. The time for the memory access is evaluated under the
assumption that memory access are processed by imaginary
l pipeline stages with w registers each as illustrated in the
figure. We assume that the memory access completes when
the request reaches the last stage of the pipeline register.
Note that, the architecture of pipeline registers illustrated
in Figure 2 are imaginary, and it is used only for evaluating
the computing time. The actual architecture should involves
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a multistage interconnection network [7], [14], sorting net-
work [2], [4], or Network-on-Chip (NoC) to route memory
access requests.

Let us evaluate the time for memory access on the
UMM with width w = 4 and latency l = 5. First, access
request for m[7],m[5],m[15] and m[0] by W(0) are sent to
the first stage. Memory requests by W(0) are partitioned
into address groups, the memory requests by W(0) occupy 3
stages. After that, those by W(1) occupies 2 stages. Finally,
after l − 1 = 4 time units, these memory requests are pro-
cessed. Hence, the UMM takes 3 + 2 + 4 = 9 time units to
complete the memory access.

3. Contiguous Memory Access

The main purpose of this section is to show the contigu-
ous memory access on the asynchronous UMM. The evalu-
ation of the computing time for the contiguous access on the
synchronous DMM and the synchronous UMM is not diffi-
cult [19], [20]. However, that for the asynchronous version
is complicated.

Suppose that an array a of size n (≥ p) is given. We use
p threads to access all of n memory cells in a such that each
thread accesses n

p memory cells. Note that “accessing” can
be “reading from” or “writing in.” The contiguous memory
access can be performed as follows:

[Contiguous memory access]
for t← 0 to n

p − 1 do
for i← 0 to p − 1 do in parallel

T (i) accesses a[t · p + i]

Let evaluate the computing time. Each warp W( j)
(0 ≤ j ≤ p

w
− 1) with w threads accesses w memory cells in

the same address group. Note that p threads are partitioned
into p

w
warps, and each thread sends a memory access re-

quest n
p times. We will evaluate the computing time for the

following two cases:
Case 1: p

w < l First, one of the warps is randomly dis-
patched and sends memory access requests. After a warp
sends requests, it will not be selected at least l time units.
Thus, all of the p

w warps are dispatched in the first p
w time

units. Each warp takes l time units to complete the mem-
ory access, Thus, the second memory access is started at
time l. Figure 3 illustrates how contiguous memory access
is performed when p

w < l. Contiguous memory access re-
quests by p

w
warps are repeatedly sent n

p times. Thus, it takes
p
w + l · n

p = O( p
w +

nl
p ) time units for the contiguous memory

access.
Case 2: p

w ≥ l Each of the p
w warps sends memory access

requests n
p times. Hence, totally they send memory access

requests n
p ·

p
w
= n
w

times. Clearly, if at least l warps have not
completed memory access, they can send memory access
requests continuously. On the other hand, if no warp send
memory access requests in a particular time unit, then less
than l warps still have memory access requests to be sent.
If this is the case, less than l such warps can send memory

access requests exactly once in l time units. Since each warp
sends memory access n

p times, it takes at most l · n
p = O( nl

p )
time units for less than l such warps to complete the memory
access requests. Therefore, the contiguous memory access
can be completed in O( n

w
+ nl

p ) time units.
Thus, we have,

Lemma 1: The contiguous access to an array of size n can
be done in O( n

w
+ nl

p ) time units with 0 barrier synchroniza-
tion step using p threads on the asynchronous UMM with
width w and latency l.

4. Summing algorithms on the UMM

4.1 A simple summing algorithm

The main purpose of this subsection is to show a simple
parallel algorithm for computing the sum on the memory
machine models. The summing algorithm presented in this
subsection is the essentially same as one presented in [19]
on the synchronous DMM and the synchronous UMM.

Let a be an array of n = 2m numbers. Let us show an
algorithm to compute the sum a[0]+a[1]+· · ·+a[n−1]. The
algorithm uses a well-known parallel computing technique
which repeatedly computes the sums of pairs. We imple-
ment this technique to perform contiguous memory access
using n

2 threads. The details are spelled out as follows:

[Summing Algorithm Simple]
for t← m − 1 down to 0 do

begin
for i← 0 to 2t − 1 do in parallel

T(i) performs a[i]← a[i] + a[i + 2 t]
if(2t > w) syncthreads

end

Let us evaluate the computing time. For each t (0 ≤ t ≤
m− 1), 2t operations “a[i]← a[i]+ a[i+ 2 t]” are performed.
These operation involve the following memory access oper-
ations:

• reading from a[0],a[1], . . . , a[2 t − 1],
• reading from a[2 t], a[2t + 1], . . . , a[2 · 2t − 1], and
• writing in a[0],a[1], . . . , a[2t − 1],

Since these memory access operations are contiguous, they
can be done in O( 2t

w
+ 2t l

2t ) = O( 2t

w
+l) time using 2t threads on

the UMM with width w and latency l from Lemma 1. Thus,
the total computing time is

m−1∑

t=0

O(
2t

w
+ l) = O(

2m

w
+ lm) = O(

n
w
+ l log n).

Barrier synchronization syncthreads is executed m− logw−
1 = O(log n

w
) times. Thus, we have,

Lemma 2: Summing Algorithm Simple computes the sum
of n numbers in O( n

w + l log n) time units and O(log n
w ) bar-

rier synchronization steps using n
2 threads on the UMM with
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Fig. 2 Examples of memory access on the UMM
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Fig. 3 Contiguous memory access

width w and latency l.

Suppose that Summing Algorithm Simple is executed for
w numbers. If this is a case, the sum can be computed in
O(l logw) time units and 0 barrier synchronization step us-
ing one warp with w

2 threads on the UMM. For later refer-
ence, we call this algorithm Summing Algorithm One-Warp.

4.2 A summing algorithm based on a w-ary tree

We need to use more than w threads to obtain a time-
optimal summing algorithm. However, if we use more than
w threads, barrier synchronization is necessary. This subsec-
tion shows a summing algorithm using more than w threads.
The goal of the summing algorithm shown in this subsection
is to minimize the number of barrier synchronization steps.

For simplicity, we assume that n = wk for some in-
teger k. We can build a w-ary tree with n leaves, each of
which corresponds to an input number. The n leaves are
partitioned into n

w
groups and each group is connected to an

first-level internal node. Thus, we have n
w first-level internal

nodes. The first-level internal nodes are partitioned into n
w2

groups and each group is connected to an second-level in-
ternal node. Continuing similarly, we can build a w-ary tree
with k-levels.

The computation of the sum is performed from leaves
to the root. The sum of each group of the leaves is computed
by a warp. The resulting sum is stored in a first level internal
node. After that, the sum of each group in the first level in-
ternal nodes is computed by a warp, and the resulting sum is
stored in a second level internal node. Continuing similarly,

w

first level

second level

Fig. 4 A summing algorithm based on a w-ary tree

we can obtain the sum at the root.
Let a0 denote the input array, and a1, a2, . . . , ak be

working space each of which corresponds to internal nodes
of the tree. Each ai (1 ≤ i ≤ k) can store n

wi numbers. Sum-
ming Algorithm Tree computes the resulting sum in ak[0] as
follows:

[Summing Algorithm Tree]
for t← 1 to k do

for i← 0 to n
wt − 1 do in parallel

begin
W(i) computes at[i] ← at−1[i · w] + at−1[i · w + 1]
+ · · · + at−1[(i + 1) · w − 1]
using Summing Algorithm One-Warp

syncthreads
end

Let us evaluate the computing time for each value of t.
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First, when t = k, Summing Algorithm One-Warp is used to
compute the sum of w numbers using one warp. This takes
O(l logw) time units. When t = k − 1, each of w warps ex-
ecutes Summing Algorithm One-Warp to compute the sum
of w numbers independently. In Summing Algorithm One-
Warp w

2 threads in a single warp performs memory access
to one address group O(logw) times. Hence, we can sim-
ply think that w2 threads in w warps perform the contigu-
ous memory access of w2 numbers O(logw) times. From
Lemma 1, it takes O( w

2

w
+ w

2l
w2 ) · O(logw) = O((w + l) logw)

time units. Let us consider the general case for t = k − j
(0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1). If this is the case, each of w j warps ex-
ecutes Summing Algorithm One-Warp to compute the sum
of w numbers independently. Similarly, we can think that
w j+1 threads in w j warps perform the contiguous memory
access to w j+1 numbers O(logw) times. Hence, it takes
O(w

j+1

w
+ w

j+1l
w j+1 )·O(logw) = O((w j+l) logw) time units. There-

fore, the total computing time of Summing Algorithm Tree
is:

k−1∑

j=0

O((w j + l) logw) = O((wk−1 + kl) logw)

= O(
n
w

logw + l logw)

from k = log n
logw . Also, Summing Algorithm Tree performs

syncthreads k = log n
logw times. Thus, we have,

Lemma 3: Summing Algorithm Tree compute the sum of
n numbers in O( n

w
logw + l log n) time units with O( log n

logw )
barrier synchronization steps using n threads on the UMM
with width w and latency l.

4.3 A time-optimal algorithm for computing the sum using
few barrier synchronization steps

We can obtain time optimal summing algorithms with com-
pensation of few additional barrier synchronization steps.
This subsection is devoted to show such time optimal sum-
ming algorithms.

Suppose that Summing Algorithm Simple is executed
for t = m − 1,m − 2, . . . ,m − log logw. It should be clear
that the interim sum are stored in a[0],a[1], . . . , a[ n

logw − 1].
After that, the sum of these n

logw numbers are computed by
Summing Algorithm Simple. The details are spelled out as
follows:

[Summing Algorithm Simple-Tree]
for t← m − 1 down to m − log logw do

begin
for i← 0 to 2t − 1 do in parallel

T(i) performs a[i]← a[i] + a[i + 2 t]
syncthreads

end
Use Summing Algorithm Tree to compute the sum a[0]+
a[1]+ · · · + a[ n

logw − 1].

Let us evaluate the computing time. As we have dis-
cussed, Summing Algorithm Simple takes O( 2t

w + l) time
units for each t. Thus, the execution of Summing Algorithm
Simple for t = m − 1,m − 2, . . . ,m − log logw takes

m−1∑

t=m−log logw

O(
2t

w
+ l) = O(

2m

w
+ l log logw)

= O(
n
w
+ l log logw).

Also, it has log logw barrier synchronization steps. After
that, Summing Algorithm Tree is executed for n

logw num-
bers. From Lemma 3, it takes

O(
n

logw

w
logw + l log

n
logw

)) = O(
n
w
+ l log n)

time units. Further, it has O(
log n

logw

logw ) = O( log n
logw ) synchroniza-

tion steps. Thus, we have,

Theorem 4: Summing Algorithm Simple-Tree computes
the sum of n numbers in O( n

w + l log n) time units with

O( log n
logw + log logw) barrier synchronization steps using n

threads on the UMM with width w and latency l.

We will show that, the number of syncthreads can be
independent of the number n of input numbers. Suppose
that input n (≥ wl) numbers are stored in an array a of size
n
wl ×wl ( n

wl rows and wl columns). First, we assign one thread
to each column and compute the column-wise sum. After
that, the sum of the column-wise sums using Summing Al-
gorithm Simple-Tree. The details are spelled out as follows:

[Summing Algorithm Hybrid]
for t← 1 to n

wl − 1 do
for i← 0 to wl − 1 do in parallel

T(i) performs a[0][i]← a[0][i] + a[t][i]
Use Summing Algorithm Simple-Tree to compute the sum
a[0][0] + a[0][1] + · · · + a[0][wl − 1].

Let us evaluate the computing time. The computation
of the column-wise sums performs contiguous access. Thus,
from Lemma 1, it takes O( n

w
+ nl
wl ) = O( n

w
+ l) time units.

After that, Summing Algorithm Simple-Tree is executed for
wl numbers. From Theorem 4, it takes O( wl

w + l log(wl)) =

O(l log n) time units using O( log(wl)
logw + log logw) = O( log l

logw +

log logw) barrier synchronization steps. Thus, we have,

Theorem 5: Summing Algorithm Hybrid computes the
sum of n numbers in O( n

w
+ l log n) time units with O( log l

logw +

log logw) barrier synchronization steps using wl threads on
the UMM with width w and latency l.

Since the computation of the sum of n numbers takes at least
Ω( n
w
+ nl

p + l log n) time units using p threads on the UMM
with widthw and latency l [20], Summing Algorithm Hybrid
is optimal from p = wl.
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5. Prefix-sum algorithms on the memory machine
models

5.1 A simple prefix-summing algorithm

This subsection shows an algorithm for the prefix-sums run-
ning in O( n

w
+ l log n) time units using n

2 threads. The used
technique is essentially the same as one shown in [19]. We
use m arrays a0, a1, . . . am−1 as work space, where n = 2m.
Each at (0 ≤ t ≤ m−1) can store 2t numbers. Thus, the total
size of the m arrays is no more than 20 + 21 + · · · + 2m−1 =

2m − 1 = n − 1. We assume that the input of n numbers are
stored in array am of size n.

The algorithm has two stages. In the first stage, in-
terval sums are stored in the m arrays. The second stage
uses interval sums in the m arrays to compute the resulting
prefix-sums. The details of the first stage are spelled out as
follows.

[Compute the interval sums]
for t← m − 1 downto 0 do

begin
for i← 0 to 2t − 1 do in parallel

T (i) performs at[i]← at+1[2 · i] + at+1[2 · i + 1]
if(2t > w) syncthreads

end

Figure 5 illustrates how the interval sums are computed.
When this program terminates, each at[i] (0 ≤ t ≤ m−1, 0 ≤
i ≤ 2t−1) stores at[i · n

2t ]+at[i · n
2t +1]+· · ·+at[(i+1)· n

2t −1].
In the second stage, the prefix-sums are obtained by

computing the sums of the interval sums as follows:

[Compute the sums of the interval sums]
for t← 0 to m − 1 do

begin
for i← 0 to 2t − 1 do in parallel

T (i) performs at+1[2 · i + 1]← at[i]
for i← 0 to 2t − 2 do in parallel

T (i) performs at+1[2 · i + 2]← at+1[2 · i + 2] + at[i]
if(2t > w) syncthreads

end

Figure 6 shows how the prefix-sums are computed. In the
figure, “at+1[2 · i + 1]← at[i]” and “at+1[2 · i+ 2]← at+1[2 ·
i + 2] + at[i]” correspond to “copy” and “add”, respectively.

When this algorithm terminates, each am[i] (0 ≤ i ≤
2t − 1) stores the prefix-sum am[0]+ am[1]+ · · ·+ am[i]. We
assume that n

2 threads are available and evaluate the com-
puting time. The first stage involves the following memory
access operations for each t (0 ≤ t ≤ m − 1):

• reading from at+1[0], at+1[2], . . . , at+1[2t+1 − 2],
• reading from at+1[1], at+1[3], . . . , at+1[2t+1 − 1], and
• writing in at[0], at[1], . . . , at[2t − 1].

Every two addresses is accessed in the reading operations.
Thus, these three memory access operations are essentially

contiguous access and they can be done in O( 2t+1

w
+ 2t+1l

2t ) =
O( 2t

w + l) time units using 2t threads. Therefore, the total
computing time of the first stage is

m−1∑

t=1

O(
2t

w
+ l) = O(

n
w
+ l log n).

Also, syncthreads is executed for t = m − 1,m − 2, . . . , and
logw+1. Thus, it is executed at most m−logw−1 = O(log n

w
)

times. The second stage consists of the following memory
access operations for each t (0 ≤ t ≤ m − 1):

• reading from at[0], at[1], . . . , at[2t − 1],
• reading from at+1[2], at+1[4], . . . , at+1[2t+1 − 2], and
• writing in at+1[0], at+1[1], . . . , at+1[2t+1 − 1].

Similarly, these operations can be done in O( 2t+1

w
+ l) time

units. Hence, the total computing time of the second stage is
also O( n

w
+l log n). Further, syncthreads is executed O(log n

w
)

times. Thus, we have,

Lemma 6: The prefix-sums of n numbers can be computed
in O( n

w
+ l log n) time units with O(log n

w
) barrier synchro-

nization steps using n
2 threads on the UMM with width w

and latency l.

For later reference we call the algorithm for Lemma 6
Prefix-summing Algorithm Simple analogously to Sum-
ming Algorithm Simple. Further, we can design Prefix-
summing Algorithm One-Warp as a special case of Prefix-
summing Algorithm Simple, analgously to Summing Algo-
rithm One-Warp. In other words, Prefix-summing Algo-
rithm One-Warp computes the prefix-sums of w numbers
using one warp of w2 threads in O(l logw) time and 0 bar-
rier synchronization step.

5.2 A prefix-summing algorithm based on a w-ary tree

We will show that a prefix-summing algorithm based on a
w-ary tree, which is analogous to the summing algorithm
based on it. Similarly, we assume that n = wk for some
integer k. We can build a rooted w-ary tree with n leaves,
each of which corresponds to an input number as before.

Let ak denote the input array, and a1, a2, . . . , ak−1 be
working space each of which corresponds to internal nodes
of the tree. Each ai (1 ≤ i ≤ k) can store wi numbers. Fig-
ure 7 illustrates these arrays for n = 64, w = 4 and k = 3.
We store the sum of the leaves in each internal node as illus-
trated in the figure. We use Summing Algorithm One-Warp
to compute the sum to be stored in each array. During the
computation of the sum, no barrier synchronization is neces-
sary. After the sum computation by a warp terminates, sync-
threads instruction is executed. The reader should have no
difficulty to confirm that the computing time and the number
of barrier synchronization steps are equal to those of Sum-
ming Algorithm Tree. Thus, the interval sums of n num-
bers can be computed in O( n

w logw + l log n) time units with

O( log n
logw ) barrier synchronization steps using n threads on the

UMM with width w and latency l.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13

0-3 4-7 8-11

0-7

a4

a3

a2

a1

14-15

12-15

8-15

a0 0-15

Fig. 5 Illustrating the computation of interval sums in m arrays.

0 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 0-7 0-8 0-9 0-10 0-11 0-12 0-13 0-14 0-15

0-1 0-3 0-5 0-7 0-9 0-11 0-13

0-3 0-7 0-11

0-7

a4

a3

a2

a1

copy add

0-15a0

0-15

0-15

0-15

Fig. 6 Illustrating the computation of the sums of the interval sums in m arrays.

0-3 4-7 8-11 12-15 16-19 20-23 24-27 28-31 32-35 36-39 40-43 44-47 48-51 52-55 56-60 61-30

0-15 16-31 32-47

a2

a1 48-63

a3

0 63

Fig. 7 The interval sums for the prefix-summing based on 4-ary tree

Next, we will show that the prefix-sums can be com-
puted using the interval sums using Figure 8. First, the pre-
fix sums of w = 4 sums in a1 are computed. We can think
that a2 is partitioned into w = 4 groups of w = 4 sums each,
which corresponds to a node of the 4-ary tree. The prefix-
sums in a1 are added to the first number of each group in
a2. Next, the prefix-sums of each group in a2 are computed
independently. Again, we can think that a3 is partitioned
into 16 groups of 4 numbers each. The prefix-sums in a 2 are
added to the first number of each group in a 3 similarly. Fi-
nally, the prefix-sums within each group of a 3 are computed.
In this way, the prefix-sums are computed in array a 3.

Let us evaluate the computing time. We use Prefix-
summing Algorithm One-warp to compute the prefix-sums
within each group. Similarly to Summing Algorithm Tree,
we can prove that the prefix-sums of a1 can be computed in

O(l logw) time units. Also, we can say that the prefix-sums
of a j+1 (0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1) within each group can be computed
in O((w j + l) logw) time units. Hence, the total computing
time is O( n

w logw+ l log n) time units. Also, the barrier syn-
chronization is necessary after computing the prefix-sums
of each a j+1. Further, it should be clear that the computing
time for adding the prefix-sums to the first element of each
group is dominated by the computation of the prefix-sums
within each group. Hence, we can ignore this computing
time. Thus, we have,

Lemma 7: The prefix-sums of n numbers can be computed
in O( n

w
logw + l log n) time units with O( log n

logw ) barrier syn-
chronization steps using n threads on the UMM with width
w and latency l.

Again, for later reference, we call the algorithm for
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a3

a2

add

0-15 0-31 0-47a1 0-63

0-15 16-31 32-47a1 48-63
prefix-sums

0-3 4-7 8-11 12-15 0-19 20-23 24-27 28-31 0-35 36-39 40-43 44-47 0-51 52-55 56-59 60-63

0-3 0-7 0-11 0-15 0-19 0-23 0-27 0-31 0-35 0-39 0-43 0-47 0-51 0-55 0-60 0-63

0 63

a2

a3

Fig. 8 Computation of the prefix-sums of the interval sums

Lemma 7 Prefix-summing Algorithm Tree.
From Prefix-summing Algorithm Tree, we can get a

general idea for computing the prefix-sums. By hierarchi-
cal partitioning of the input, we can build a rooted tree data
structure such that the leaves are the input numbers and each
internal node corresponds to the sum of the children. This
can be done by computing the sum of the children for each
internal node toward the root. After that, the prefix sums of
the children are computed for each internal nodes from the
root to the leaves. Clearly, the computation of the prefix-
sums involves that of the sum. Hence, it is sufficient to
show how we compute the prefix-sums of children of each
internal node for every level of the rooted tree. We use this
idea to obtain Prefix-summing Algorithm Simple-Tree and
Prefix-summing Algorithm Hybrid shown in the following
subsection.

5.3 The prefix-summing algorithm using few barrier syn-
chronization steps

We first show Prefix-summing Algorithm Simple-Tree anal-
ogously to Summing Algorithm Simple-Tree. We use a
rooted tree of height 2. The root has n

logw children with logw
leaves each.

It should have no difficulty to confirm that the prefix-
sums can be computed by the following two computations:

(A) the prefix sums of logw leaves of every children, and
(B) the prefix sums of n

logw children.

We first show (A). Similarly to Summing Algorithm
Simple-Tree, we execute the first log logw steps of the first
stage of Prefix-summing Algorithm Simple. Figure 9 illus-
trates the computation of the interval sums for logw = 4
and log logw = 2. After that, we execute the last log logw
steps of the second stage of Prefix-summing Algorithm Sim-
ple. Recall that the second stage performs “copy” and “add”
operations as illustrated in Figure 6. Note that “add” op-
erations to the neighbor’s children are omitted, because we

need the prefix-sums within logw children. For example,
the “add” operation from 0-3 in a3 to 4-5 in a4 is omitted
in the figure. Similarly to Algorithm Simple-Tree, the two
stages of log logw steps each take O( n

w
+ l log n) time units

and O(log logw) barrier synchronization steps.
Next, we show (B). The prefix sums of the n

logw chil-
dren of the root are computed by Prefix-summing Algorithm

Tree, which takes O(
n

logw

w
logw + l logw) = O( n

w
+ l logw)

time units and O(
log n

logw

logw ) = O( log n
logw ) barrier synchronization

steps. Thus, we have,

Theorem 8: Prefix-Summing Algorithm Simple-Tree com-
putes the prefix-sums of n numbers in O( n

w
+ l log n) time

units with O( log n
logw + log logw) barrier synchronization steps

using n
2 threads on the UMM with width w and latency l.

Next, we show Prefix-summing Algorithm Hybrid
analogous to Summing Algorithm Hybrid. We use a rooted
tree which has wl children with n

wl leaves each. Similarly, it
is sufficient to show the following two computations:

(A) the prefix sums of n
wl leaves of every children, and

(B) the prefix sums of wl children.

We can consider that the input is a 2-dimensional array
a with wl rows and n

wl columns. Clearly, (A) corresponds to
the row-wise prefix-sums of a. However, the straightforward
row-wise prefix-sums algorithm using wl threads requires
non-coalesced memory access. Thus, we transpose the 2-
dimensional array a as illustrated in Figure 11. After the
transpose, (A) corresponds to the column-wise prefix-sums
which can be computed as follows:

[Column-wise prefix-sums]
for t← 1 to n

wl − 1 do
for i← 0 to wl − 1 do in parallel

T(i) performs a[t][i]← a[t][i] + a[t − 1][i]

For each t, wl threads access to the t-th and the (t−1)-th rows.
Thus, these threads performs contiguous memory access for
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13

0-3 4-7 8-11
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14-15
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Fig. 9 The computation of the interval sums for Prefix-summing Algorithm Simple-Tree for logw = 4

0 0-1 0-2 0-3 4 4-5 4-6 4-7 8 8-9 8-10 8-11 12 12-13 12-14 12-15

0-1 0-3 4-5 4-7 8-9 8-11 12-13

0-3 4-7 8-11

a4

a3

a2

copy add

12-15

12-15

Fig. 10 The computation of the sums of the interval sums for Prefix-summing Algorithm Simple-Tree
for logw = 4

each t and the computing time is O( wl
w
+ wll
wl ) · n

wl = O( n
w

)
time units and 0 barrier synchronization step from Lemma 1.
Also transpose can be done in O( n

w
+ nl
wl + l) = O( n

w
+ l)

time units using wl threads on the UMM using the technique
for transposing a matrix shown in [20]. After transpos-
ing, 1 barrier synchronization step is necessary to confirm
that transpose is completed before the computation of the
column-wise prefix-sums. Thus, (A) can be done in O( n

w
+ l)

time units and 1 barrier synchronization step.

0 1 2 3

5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

4

n
wl

wl

0 4 8 12

5 9 13

2 6 10 14

3 7 11 15

1

wl

n
wl

transpose

Fig. 11 Transpose of a of size wl × n
wl

We use Prefix-summing Algorithm Simple-Tree for
(B). From Theorem 8, (B) can be done in O( wl

wl + l log(wl)) =

O(l log n) time units and O( log l
logw + log logw) barrier synchro-

nization steps. Thus, we have,

Theorem 9: Prefix-summing Algorithm Hybrid computes
the prefix-sums of n numbers in O( n

w
+ l log n) time units

with O( log l
logw + log logw) barrier synchronization steps using

wl threads on the UMM with width w and latency l.

6. Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to introduce the asyn-

chronous version of the UMM. We have also presented time-
optimal parallel summing algorithm running in O( n

w+l log n)

time units and O( log l
logw + log logw) barrier synchronization

steps. Further, we have shown that the prefix-sums can
be computed in the same time units and the same barrier
synchronization steps. It is an interesting open problem to
further reduce the number of barrier synchronization steps
of time-optimal parallel summing computation. Finding a
good lower bound of the number of barrier synchronization
steps is also a challenging open problem.
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